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About This Game

Stitched is a horror adventure game that strings together the thrilling story of Catherine Stockholmes, an otherwise ordinary girl.
The story begins with Catherine waking up in an eerie doll factory. With a great desire to escape, Catherine is forced to venture

through the factory. But little does she know that terrible fates always befall the curious ones. Will Catherine muster enough
courage to needle her way out of the factory? Or will she fall into sheer despair and perish?
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Catherine Stockholmes: An 18 year old girl with a sweet and honest personality. She was diagnosed with a serious heart
condition at a young age. Her symptom will worsen whenever she is frightened. This can potentially lead to her passing out or

worse, death.
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Doll: A mysterious doll that displays a calm and stoic expression. She seems to know more about the incident that occurred in
the doll factory than she lets on.

Boy: A strange but simple boy who is constantly searching for his missing parents. He seems to be seeking for more than just
his parents...
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Compelling story:
- Drives gameplay and exploration.

Unsettling atmosphere:
- Feel the suspense of not knowing what lies behind each door.

Meticulously detailed, hand drawn cut scenes:
- Original art brings scenes to life.

Thoroughly developed characters:
- Make decisions based on character actions and motives.

Heart-stopping chase sequences:
- Tread carefully.

A variety of engaging puzzles:
- Solve puzzles in order to progress as well as unlock secrets.
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Title: Stitched
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fluffex Studios
Publisher:
Fluffex Studios
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017
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I wish success to this game. The game is bright and pleasant. You don\u2019t need to hurry up so you can relax. I wish it was
longer.. good with couple people. funky bugs like bombblocked but still better than league.. Not really a game.. It's free, simple,
and fun. What's not to love?
. Good idea for a game, but it felt poorly executed.. This is a very fun game. I used to play Nancy Drew and completely forgot
about the game series and saw them on sale on steam and bought a few. Definitely worth the money. The puzzles are challenging
but fun and the characters are easy to understand. The game flows very well.. sidestrafing simulator 2016 : 6/10

if the developer would spend some more time, he could do a great shoot em up like airtrike 3d. Bad optimization. Game lagging
on weapon reloading.. I had the old books and love this stuff, I loaded it up and was in the little tutorial area at the start. I didnt
like it, I was thinking what is this? The combat seemed simple and that put me right off the game. I didnt come back to it for
months, i think i expected some thing else, i missed dice, like in other fighting fantasy, i didnt know what i wanted, i didnt give
it a chance. It was a HUGE mistake. though by coming to it later, I have enjoyed it much more on a level that i didnt appreciate
before
So I really tried the game out and was open to learning this system because i wanted to play through the story again.
Pick a lady model and lets get into the Shamutanti Hills
Into the tutorial again and I learned to use the sword. It was only after I mastered the blade, which is a really lovely style, that i
realised i was missing out on the heart of the game. I began to play as a sorcerer, rather than a warrior using magic.
Now instead of just killing some one, I read its mind, make it dance, talk its language, set it on fire, make it fear or worship me,
it depends on the situation, you can get through almost all your encounters using just magic and it became a little game in itself.
You will expect to read the story in short paragraphs with choices to make that advance the story and options to replay, theres a
feature that lets you rewind your game at will to any point you were at earlier.
You collect items to use for magic, some are single use and others are items like a mask, you carry these items through all the
parts of the game, you will find things that will help you in the future, in other parts.
The combat is a kind of sliding game where you try to guess the opponents next move and how much power they will put into
the blow and plan your attack based on this. its is covered in the tutorial.
you have a very nice game called swindlestones too, something new not in the original series of books. Its a dice game, most
often played for money or info or both, I learned to love this game, i have made lots of gold because of it.
Theres all sorts of interesting characters to meet and creatures to fight and you will have your little book of spells.
very nice game its worked glitch free for me
for the content its a good price
now go begin your "epic adventure in a land of monsters, traps and magic"
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quot;The player receives a basic knowledge of trade and politics".. In short: The voice acting was good, music was decent and
the gritty 2D graphics looked just in tune with the previous titles and the mood it tried to establish, but the rest felt below
average.

Personally, my biggest issues was the lackluster story and uninspiring puzzle designs which felt too simple to solve due to the
overall lack of interactions within the world. One would hardly care about the characters and their development (if there was
any). The strange mix of using 3D with the main 2D world (which we all loved about the previous titles) threw me out of
immersion, felt out of place and did not flatter the game in most places and looked very cheap. The camera would rotate or
zoom in\/out of objects during cut-scenes in the most unflattering way. Pulsating lights for seemingly no reason. Some icons
representing the actions you have to press on your keyboard\/mouse\/controller (e.g. during "fight scenes") looked like
placeholders and rather out of place.

You can feel that the developer(s) have put their heart into this title once again, but unfortunately it did not hold up to what it
could have been. I would have loved to love this game just as much as I fell in love with The Cat Lady, but overall it felt too
rough around the edges.. This is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in
english.. I really wanted to like this game and it starts well enough, but about 1.5 hours in it devolves into
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 level design requiring pixel perfect movement (which is insane in a game with
analog movement). At first this is mitigated by the quick restarts and frequent checkpoints so when you die you rarely lose more
than 10 seconds.

But the design only gets more dickish, in the end I spent 20 minutes on a single checkpoint that required pixel perfect, perfectly
timed movement to simultaneously dodge 3 camera bots while pushing a block that was your only source of cover. You have to
run around this crate pushing it an inch at a time before you run back to cover about 10 times in a row to complete the
checkpoint and get caught on one corner for a fraction of a second and you're dead. That is not my idea of fun, I think it is
tradgic that such a solid premiss with such a polished and inventive implementation can end up being so painful to play because
the level designer didn't know when to quit.

Only buy this if you are okay only playing the game for 1.5 hours and then never seeing the ending (or if you are a masochist,
that's when the fun begins.). I'm not exactly a fan, but this game, in its simplicity, is surprizingly playable! Well, lower your
expectations... there, right there! It's about that good. I can only imagine how much more I'd enjoy this purchase, if I were an
actual fan! And that's mostly because of the extras that come with the game! It's sort of like when you get a DVD, you get
extras. Yea, like that. Only it's just a few photos of Shannon, Gene and the family. But like I say, lower your expectations, and
(especially) if you are a fan, you might actually enjoy this simple and yet amusing little thing. I give it a thumbs UP!. Best game
in the history of ever. 11/10 would toucha somebody's spaghet again.. This is an absolutely fantastic game. The developers are
listening to feedback AND are constantly updating it.

Modding tools are also in the works, so it should be able to live for a long time on community content, if the community is able
to add in anything (I.E. new skins, models, spells, maps, maybe even modes).

---
Its basically Slay the Spire\/FTL + 3rd person action adventure games + being a mage
You get a map with randomly generated nodes. As you move forward\/backward, an enemy force converges on the nodes
(psudeo-blocking them ala FTL). You CAN get caught up in them and fight endless waves of enemies, but why waste your HP.

Combat (aka 90% of what you'll you be doing) consists of. . .a healthy mix of reflex action and tactical planning. You get all
kinds of spells, and you can apply "metaeffects" to them when casting them, which range from increasing damage, range, AoE. .
.each effect you apply makes the spell cost more mana and makes it longer to cast.

There are also events (all randomly generated) that can happen on the nodes too, though that takes place ala a text-based
adventure if it doesn't involve combat.

The game is still being updated, so who knows what the future will bring. A new gamemode is in the works, and modding is also
(from what I've heard) in the works.

You can't go wrong with this purchase. Reward good developers, and play an excellent game.. The king of the action-racers.
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Great graphic, good handling of the vehicles and ingenious maps. With many things to unlock and many game modes you have
hours of fun.. I honestly dont understand why this gets so much hate but I will review it:

Half-Life: Before takes around 20-30 minutes to finish and has a bland story, but how much can you fit in 25 mins?!
I didn't care much for the story, the gameplay was good, not great, good. The pistol and other models look great. The game gets
slightly harder at the end and you gain new weapons around every new corner. I enjoyed the addition of the cutscenes as well as
the music. The boss was interesting but I felt like it needed more.

Also, its free!
In short, I DO recommend that you get this and have a h\u03bblf hour of fun.. EDIT 08\/02\/2018 - Looks like this was fixed
the DAY after so absolutely no complaints now :)

The first thing to say about this game... It does EXACTLY what it says on the tin!

I streamed this as a first impressions type of game, expecting a punching shotting madman killing robots and that's exactly what
I got. The game is a super super fun way to waste some time however I did have a couple of issues...

As you can see from the video attached we got to a point in the game that was completely broken, I could literally one shot
everything and not die. Getting to this point allowed me to just run through the game and just wreck shop, my gun even seemed
to hit pretty much in a circle around me taking the difficulty away.

However if this is fixed we will see an amazing game come out of it and I cannot wait to follow the dev process!

If anyone wants to check out my first impressions you can do so here :)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=a5VS6Zd_zZw

Fluffex Studios Developer Page:
Hi all,

Thanks everyone for playing Stitched and give us feedback on the game! If you like our game, stay in touch for future projects
from us, including updates and new releases through our developer and group pages below:

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/fluffexstudios/

https://steamcommunity.com/groups/fluffexstudiosgames

Also, check out some amazing fan art of our game!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_snyZ__P6w&feature=youtu.be

And finally, we fixed an issue with steam cloud not syncing the save files correctly.

Cheers!
Fluffex Studio. Stitched on sale for 25% off:
Hi all,

To celebrate Lunar New Year we have our game on sale for 25% off from February 15th to February 19th. Thank you everyone
for playing Stitched!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/727340/Stitched/

Cheers!
Fluffed Studios. Stitched Remastered is on sale for 43% off for the Halloween season!:
Hi everyone,
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There is a ghastly deal on Stitched starting today for 43% off to celebrate a spooky Halloween!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/727340/Stitched/

Cheers!
Fluffex Studios. Game Update 1/10/2018:
Hi everyone,

We hope everyone have a great holiday and a good start to 2018! We got some updates to begin the year :D

- Addressed an issue causing some users to crash due to usernames containing non-Latin characters
- Grammar and sentence structure fix
- Fixed an issue where a tile was not accessible
- Fixed a situation where an item could be obtained multiple times

Once again, thanks for playing Stitched!
Fluffex Studios. Stitched Remastered is on sale for 50% off for Lunar New Year!:
Hi everyone!

Stitched Remastered is on sale for 50% off to celebrate the year of the Pig!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/727340/Stitched/

Happy Lunar New Year to everyone!
- Fluffex Studios. Stitched Remastered Halloween Update 10/20/2018:
Hi everyone,

To get ready for a spooky Halloween we got everyone a treat in the form of a new update with some bug fixes and extra
contents for Stitched! Return to the doll factory for some surprises!

- 10/21/2018 Hotfix: Addressed an issue with the screen turning completely black after a hiding segment
- Updated blood mechanics
- Made adjustment to several areas with dolls
- Made minor improvement on a few icons
- Made several changes toward the end of the game
- Added more area to explore
- Added additional notes to the game
- Other minor bug fixes and tweaks
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Cheers!
Fluffex Studios. Stitched Remastered Update 7/26/2018:
Hello everyone,

We have another patch for our game today that fixed several issues:

- Corrected a minor issue with inconsistent text display
- Fixed several issues with sentence structures
- Addressed an issue where a character sprite was missing after exiting a room
- Added a missing employee's note in the factory

Once again, thanks for playing Stitched and providing us feedback!

Cheers!
Fluffex Studios. Game Update 2/11/2018:
Hi everyone,

To prepare for a new week we got some new updates for the game. Below are the changes:

- Enhanced performance/frame rate in various areas of the game.
- Fixed issues where certain tiles was not accessible.
- Fixed issues with text inconsistency.
- Addressed other minor issues.
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Once again, thank you for playing Stitched!

Cheers! ��

Fluffex Studios
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